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Executive Summary
The following document is a white paper prepared by consultants at SpenglerFox Executive 
Search to provide our clients and business partners with insight into new developments on 
African markets. We focus primarily on changes taking place in four key regions on the 
continent:

Northern and Maghreb Africa
East Africa
Southern Africa
West Africa
This issue of the comprehensive white paper looks in particular at the 
market in West Africa and addresses a number of key issues: growth
markets in the given region; the HR outlook and how talent sourcing occurs 
in the region; regional specificities related to finding talent that might not 
be obvious at first glance, and standard salary packages for executives and 
upper-level managers. 

To make the document more timely and relevant for readers, we have also 
included interviews with business partners who have first-hand experience 
managing HR operations in all the West Africa region. Their testimonies 
highlight what areas are most difficult for sourcing talent; what successes 
they have had with programmes for finding talent (best practice); what 
mistakes they have made and learnt from in recent years and what advice 
they have to offer on succession-planning.  

The interviews provide added value and real-life examples of how
businesses have addressed issues that impact a number of organisations in 
the given region:  sourcing expat vs. local talent; promoting worker
mobility; setting up attractive remuneration packages and talent retention 
programmes; and managing long-term talent development programmes. 
We hope this text proves both informative and useful.
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Market Overview:
West Africa

The countries with the largest economies in West Africa include Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast 
and Senegal. These countries also have the largest presence of multinational businesses.  
According to World Bank figures, Nigeria is the most populous country in Africa and 7th 
largest country in the world population-wise. The country has 186 million people and 500 
ethnic groups. Roughly 50% of the population lives below the poverty level. The Nigerian 
capital, Abuja, is the country's largest city and it is home to the headquarters of many
multinational businesses. 

For years, many companies considered Lagos, also in Nigeria, the commercial hub for West 
Africa. However, recently, the capital of Ghana, Accra, has caught the attention of
international investors and multinational corporations. As concerns the Nigerian economy 
in general, the global war over oil prices has had a negative impact on the country since 
2015.  For businesses looking to recruit promising local talent on the Nigerian market, now 
could be the right time. There do not seem to be that many job opportunities for locals and 
the cost of salaries is quite low (when converted from the local currency, the Nigerian Naira 
- NGN).  

Ghana has one of the fastest-growing economies in West Africa. It is a peaceful and 
well-governed nation, which is poised to emerge as a new "hub" for the region. It recent 
years, it has been competing with Nigeria for this role; partly due to lower operational 
set-up and employment costs, along with its continuously-improving infrastructure (the 
new, modern Kotoka airport near Accra has become West Africa’s aviation hub). 

Corporate Logistics
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Market Overview:
West Africa

Talent in Ghana is concentrated in the capital city, Accra. Senior-level Ghanaian talent with 
greater ambition is sometimes more open to relocating to bigger African countries (i.e. 
Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa). Salaries in Ghana are 25-30% lower than in Nigeria: even 
for expatriates. For supervisory or managerial roles, companies sometimes offer a housing 
and a transport stipend as part of their compensation packages.

In Ghana, is not uncommon for extended family and neighbourhood social relationships to 
influence career decisions; especially when it comes to signing up for jobs in other
countries. Some multinational business executives may find it surprising to learn that after 
finalising a job offer, a senior candidate will consult community opinion leaders to get the 
latter’s insight on, or even approval of, accepting a new role.

Ghana:

HR Market / Talent Outlook

There is a trend to localize an increasing number of roles and reduce expatriate costs in 
Nigeria. Expats in the country are paid in USD and not in local NGN.  Interestingly, we see 
more and more Africans heading organisations in the country: not only Nigerian nationals, 
but also Ghanaian and Kenyan talent that is moving to Nigeria to lead businesses larger 
than the ones they manage or lead back home. The Nigerian diaspora can be found in the 
UK, the USA and South Africa. However, many Nigerian nationals are reluctant to move 
back to Nigeria.

A further specificity of the Nigerian market is that there is a significant number of Lebanese 
and Indian companies in Nigeria. These businesses often search in their home countries to 
recruit people to move to Nigeria and work for them. 

As is common in emerging markets, local talent is drawn to new job opportunities for
reasons of earning a slightly better salary and improving their social status (i.e. having a 
good job title, driving a popular make and model of a company car, etc.). 

Nigeria:



Several multinational companies, not physically present in the region, have sought 
options for setting up offices in Nigeria. They frequently look to partner with their distribu-
tors and hire an Area Manager to work for them. This role is then paid through the distrib-
utor, or the company appoints one of the distributors’ staff as its Account Manager.

Local Nigerian salaries usually include a number of allowances such as housing, furniture, 
transport, leave, entertainment, meal and utility allowances and other costs.  In some 
cases, this expenditure is tax-deductible. The annual base compensation consists of 12 
monthly salaries; however, it is common market practice to add a 13th salary to the 
annual package. Calculation of annual bonuses usually applies to only the basic salary (x 
13 months) plus the employees’ leave allowance. Due to this complex structure, it is very 
useful, when negotiating salaries, to ask candidates for an analysis of their total
remuneration and also to clarify their expectations so as to avoid surprises.

Structural Environment
Nigeria
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* The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on 
specific regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each 
specific role, rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.

** Full expat package includes the following: a housing stipend with all utilities and internet 
costs covered; staff such as a cook and a driver; a fully-expensed company car; business 
class tickets home or a generous holiday allowance; medical insurance for family; and a 
schooling stipend.

*** The USD translation is calculated using the Central Bank of Nigeria’s NGN: USD and
NGN: EUR exchange rate (March 2018).

Notes on Salary Tables (above):

Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
Nigeria

GM
(Large Corporation)

>110 mil. >300,000 20-50%
of Annual
gross pay

Full expat package*,
pension and life insurance.

10%
Employer tax

Nigeria
(NGN) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

35 mil. to
86.5 mil.

96,000 to
240,000

20-50%
of Annual
gross pay

Full expat package

43 mil. to
72 mil.

120,000 to
200,000

20-50%
of Annual
gross pay

Housing stipend,
fully-expensed car
and driver

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of

>250,000

(EUR)

80,000 to
200,000

100,000 to
165,000

Expat GM
(SME)

Local GM
(SME)

Expat Leadership
Team Role

21.6 mil. to
65 mil.

60,000 to
180,000

15-30%
of Annual
gross pay

Fully-expensed housing
stipend, fully-expensed
company car and driver,
family medical insurance,
�ight tickets home.

50,000 to
150,000

21.6 mil. to
54 mil.

60,000 to
150,000

10-30%
of Annual
gross pay

Housing stipend,
fully-expensed company
car, medical insurance.

50,000 to
125,000

Local GM
(SME)

Income tax for
individuals:
ranges from

7-24%

8%
Employee tax

Numbers are rounded up
1 USD = 360.50 NGN / 1 Euro = 442.07 NGN)

Role



HR Director at Thai Union Ghana
(a global food processing business)

Interview with:
Vida Botwe

What is the most challenging function in your region to find talent for? 

Technical ones, along with engineering and operations roles, are the most challenging. 
This is possibly because we have strong universities in humanities; but not as many or as 
strong institutions for teaching engineering.

Could you share with us some success stories that have worked in terms of
developing and retaining talent in your current or previous organisation?

We have two recent examples of local talent progressing into leadership roles: one at 
country management level and one in our first-line management. We had been working 
on their leadership development for some time. However, both employees had to settle at 
first for a direct-report role and then take part in a two-year leadership development 
programme. One of the candidates was exposed to our team from headquarters on 
conference calls and through specific projects. So, the global team got to know him well, 
and he came to understand the business from a global perspective. We also engaged a 
coach from Paris who worked with the internal candidate on covering competency gaps: 
in areas such as financial management and strategic business planning. 

The other example was another local manager that we sent on a short-term assignment 
to our Portuguese facility. This manager also received a lot of on-the-job training from his 
boss (an expatriate who would eventually leave to go back to his home country). The boss 
concerned spent a lot of time grooming his team-member to take on his (the boss’) role 
upon his departure. However, it was a challenge to convince headquarters to trust the 
candidate enough to give him an internal promotion. As the candidate had not been 
exposed to executives at our headquarters, they did not know him. We asked them to give 
him a chance and they did. It was a successful promotion, and they do not regret it.
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What are the most common mistakes multinationals make when hiring talent in
your region?

We over-rely on head-hunters, so we miss out on opportunities when looking for talent 
ourselves (from within). Also, multinational business headquarters are not very open to 
hiring candidates with only local experience.  They prefer multinational exposure: even 
when it is not always that important to the success of the role locally.

Succession planning: shifting from expat placements into local senior leadership
recruits – what does it take, how long does it take, what are the challenges?

The waiting period for local talent to develop so that it can take on leadership roles is 
clearly much longer than hiring someone who is ready for the job. Companies need to 
plan ahead and be patient. The ultimate reward includes considerably lower costs (the 
housing and schooling elements, as well as a large chunk of the salary, disappear) along 
with a more loyal leadership team. Another benefit is that local placement enhances the 
overall employer brand domestically. Employees see that, if they work hard, they may 
have the chance to climb the corporate ladder. Overall, retention rates increase.

What means do you use to find new talent (head-hunters, networking, advertisements, 
LinkedIn, etc.)?
 
For senior talent, we use mainly head-hunters along with LinkedIn and networking. For 
lower- to mid-level roles, we use local recruitment agencies and employee referrals. The 
latter has worked really well.
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